
 

L2 Protocol Trasport over PW (CDP, LACP, LLDP, STP, VTP, and UDLD) 

 Normally L2 protocol packets are sent untagged unless you have “vlan dot1Q tag native” command configured on 

CE, however, there are some exceptions so it‘s good to remember: 

 1-“VLAN 1” is a special VLAN that many L2 protocols such as CDP,LLDP,PAgP, and VTP needed to be sent on a 

specific VLAN on trunk links. For all these purposes VLAN 1 was chosen. 

 2-When you remove VLAN 1 from a trunk port, the interface continues to send and receive management traffic, for 

example, CDP, PAgP, LACP, DTP and VTP in VLAN 1. That's called VLAN 1 minimization: 

 3-CDP works like that, if native VLAN is VLAN 1, CDP packets will be untagged, if the native VLAN is anything 

other than 1 then CDP packets will be all tagged with “VLAN 1” not native VLAN. 

 4- Some platforms like c2960 don’t support “vlan dot1Q tag native” so native vlan traffic is ALWAYS 

UNTAGGED. 

 5-ASR9K also supports configuring "dot1q X, untagged" both on a sub-interface and this feature in added  

Scenario -1  

CE devices are connected directly to ASR903 & ASR9K. 

 

                 MPLS                        

      CE   ASR903                 ASR9K                               CE2 

 

 ASR9000 ASR903 
Ethernet  

VC type 5  

Port Mode 

interface GigabitEthernet0/5/1/4 l2transport 

 encapsulation default 

! 
l2vpn 

 logging 

  pseudowire 

 ! 

 xconnect group ABC 

  p2p ABC 
   interface GigabitEthernet0/5/1/4 

   neighbor ipv4 1.1.1.1 pw-id 200  

interface GigabitEthernet0/4/0 

 mtu 1504 

 no ip address 
 negotiation auto 

 no keepalive 

 service instance 1 ethernet 

  encapsulation default 

  l2protocol forward cdp lldp 

  xconnect 2.2.2.2 200 encapsulation mpls  

 

Scenario -2  

CE devices are connected to SP L3 switches. 



 

   Access   Trunk     MPLS     Trunk       Access  

      CE                SP L3-1                        ASR903                 ASR9K                            SP L3-2              CE2 

 

 ASR9000 ASR903 
Ethernet  

VC type 5  
Port Mode 

interface GigabitEthernet0/5/1/4.500 l2transport 

 encapsulation dot1q 500 
! 

l2vpn 

 logging 
  pseudowire 

 ! 

 xconnect group ABC 
  p2p ABC 

   interface GigabitEthernet0/5/1/4.500 

   neighbor ipv4 1.1.1.1 pw-id 200  

interface GigabitEthernet0/4/0 

 mtu 1504 
 no ip address 

 negotiation auto 

 no keepalive 
 service instance 1 ethernet 

  encapsulation dot1q 500 

  l2protocol forward cdp lldp 
  xconnect 2.2.2.2 200 encapsulation mpls  

 

 SP L3-1 SP L3-2 
Interface connected to CE 
router 

interfaceGigabitEthernet0/1  
l2protocol-tunnel lldp 

l2protocol-tunnel cdp 

 

interface GigabitEthernet0/1 
l2protocol-tunnel lldp 

l2protocol-tunnel cdp 

 

 

l2protocol-tunnel detail link: 

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3550/software/release/12-

1_13_ea1/configuration/guide/3550scg/swtunnel.html 

 

Scenario -3 

CE is directly connected to ASR903 and other end CE is connected to ASR9K via SDH or trunk link. 

Note:- SDH link is not tested in Cisco lab and we will need to check the l2protocol behavior if the l2protocol 

neighborship is not formed. 

 

  Trunk     MPLS     Trunk    

CE              ASR903                 ASR9K                              CE2 

 

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3550/software/release/12-1_13_ea1/configuration/guide/3550scg/swtunnel.html
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst3550/software/release/12-1_13_ea1/configuration/guide/3550scg/swtunnel.html


 ASR9000 ASR903 
Ethernet  

VC type 5  
Port Mode 

interface GigabitEthernet0/5/1/4.500 l2transport 

 encapsulation dot1q 500 , untaggd 
! 

l2vpn 

 logging 
  pseudowire 

 ! 

 xconnect group ABC 
  p2p ABC 

   interface GigabitEthernet0/5/1/4.500 

   neighbor ipv4 1.1.1.1 pw-id 200  

interface GigabitEthernet0/4/0 

 mtu 1504 
 no ip address 

 negotiation auto 

 no keepalive 
 service instance 1 ethernet 

  encapsulation default 

  l2protocol forward cdp lldp 
  xconnect 2.2.2.2 200 encapsulation mpls  

 

 

 


